The VILLAS MARINERAS (Fishing Towns) extend from the Arou Baja in the Cantabrian coast through three autonomous communities: Galicia, Asturias and Cantabria. Big and small localities rich in tradition and culture always associated with the sea, the travel companion any time a summer visit to ancient history and nature.

Any time of the year is good to enjoy these towns, to be amazed by its changing lights, the colors of the skies and the brightness of the sun, and to feel the embrace of the sea.

Villas Marineras is an association that brings together six touristic towns, located in the geographical framework of the Atlantic Coast, that share a deep rooted tradition of fishing and marine activity: Llanes in Gijón, Ribadesella and Llanes in Asturias, and San Vicente de la Barquera, Santona and Laredo in Cantabria.

We invite you to visit these villages of a rich marine tradition, and be amazed at their fishing ports, fish markets, etc. Enjoy the delicious cuisine and get lost in the greens and untamed natural parks. Take pleasure in the water sports they offer, as such as jet ski or horcent polo. And most importantly, relax with the salty breeze and relish in the embrace of the sea.

WELCOME TO THE VILLAS MARINERAS